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Nothing’s Gonna Stop Me
(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
It starts today
Today is all that I need
Now who’s to blame?
The blame’s been taken from me
So I’m kicking out the blocks
And I’m running
Nothing’s gonna stop me now
You’ve broken all the locks
In this prison
Nothing’s gonna stop me now
Release the chains
The fear that’s shackling me
Rattle the cage
Until all your children are free
No, no, no, no
Nothing’s gonna stop me now
(Repeat)
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Break of Day

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
Hey, hey
When I think about the way
The universe is spinning ‘round my head
Hey, hey
Yeah, I start to feel afraid
But then I find I jump for joy instead
Oh my Lord
Night is echoing your name in all the earth
Oh my Lord
How you set the stars aflame
Light up the sky until the break of day
Light up the sky until the break of day
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Eye of the Needle

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
You got the car
You got the money
You got the house, the clothes, and the honey
All you’re needing is the eye of the needle
You see the world
You think it’s funny
It’s either rich or poor, it’s all or nothing
Now you’re looking down the eye of the needle
Where will you run when your castles crumble?
Where will you hide when the heavens rumble?
You’re getting fat
From what you’ve gotten
But you complain like everything is rotten
Never getting through the eye of the needle
You pray to God
That he’s a liar
That he forgets to send you to the fire
Ain’t it wonderful, the eye of the needle?
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Blessed Are the Poor

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
Mannequins
Protected and dressed to kill
While the homeless living humans die
Cold machines
Beneath money men who couldn’t care
The more our poverty, the faster they drive
The way the world works when you learn to speak
Is the way the world works when you die
The greedy survive
Well, I don’t want to hear it
And I don’t want to see you cry
So we’ll pray to God to send us a remedy
Though the answer never seems to arrive
And we’ll choke on all the smoke that they send to me
And we’ll count our many blessings
Count our many blessings tonight
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The Flood

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
Here I am
All alone again
And I’m walking in the rain, the water
Here I am
Crying out to you
Won’t you come and pick me up?
Father to the orphan
Brother to the friendless
Jesus
Walk with me through the rain
Shelter the homeless
Comfort to the hopeless
Jesus
Someday the sun will rise again
But this burden bearing down on me
Has brought me to my knees
Cast it into the sea
And I’ll bow freely
Freely at your feet
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Behind the Curtain

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
All the world is just a stage
And all our lives are merely plays
You didn’t ask to play the part
But if you have a change of heart
I know the man behind the curtain (x2)
Like a darkened house of mirrors
The end of the ride is getting nearer
Something doesn’t feel quite right
With these illusions of the light, but
I know the man behind the curtain (x2)
I know you’ve heard it all before
The fools knock upon the door
The servant answers it and smiles
And bids them all to come inside
They wash and wear their Sunday best
And hope to find a place of rest
But then they’re sent to walk some more
A never-ending corridor
Fire, smoke, and words of doom
A giant spectre fills the room
But when they look behind the drape
They find the servant from the gate
Have courage and take heart
Discern reality from all the art
Doubts are filling up your mind
But check the book, the movie lied
I know the man behind the curtain (x2)
He’s not an angry tyrant
He’s not a feeble fool at all
And when the play is over
He’ll roll the curtain back and —
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Nothing Left to Lose

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
The die is cast, the day is come
And here we are
The planet spins out of control
Under faulty stars
And here we are
Praying to the gods
Yeah, here we are
Playing with the odds again
I keep searching for a sign
But there’s no road left to choose
You keep saying that we’ll be fine
‘Cause there’s nothing left to lose
Ecclesiastes had it right
It’s meaningless
And Solomon with all his might
Had come to this
It’s come to this
Throwing caution to the wind
It’s come to this
Living underneath the sun again
Come, take my hand
There is nothing left to lose
Help me to stand
There is nothing left to lose
Open your eyes
There is nothing left to lose
Come, save my life
There is nothing left to lose
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Everything Will Be Fine
(Words and Music by Luke Morse)

You know
That no one gives you the answers
You know
That nothing eases the pain
You know
That no one cares
When you throw it all away
So I pray
Give me faith to believe
That I can get out of here
Give me strength to be strong
And a place to belong
Among my sisters and brothers
Give me hope to survive
‘Cause trials, they surely will come
I’ll take a day at a time
And keep your heart on my mind
And everything will be fine
You say
The wise man lives like a servant
You say
The poor inherit your grace
You say
That you’ll walk with me
If I turn the other way
So I pray
You say
That life is only the journey
You say
That pain is part of the game
You know
That the enemy
Is always getting in my face
So I pray
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Here and Now

(Words and Music by Luke Morse)
I don't wanna talk about tomorrow
I don't wanna live in yesterday
I just wanna spend a moment with you
But you can't stay, no, not today
I don't wanna hear a word of heaven
I don't wanna wait for kingdom come
I just wanna dream about the light in your eyes
In the here and now
I don't wanna lose you
I don't wanna lose you
I don't wanna lose you
In the here and now
Everybody says that it gets better
Everybody says the pain will fade
But I don't wanna see another sunrise
It's always dark without the day
Everybody says it's time to let go
Everybody says to say goodbye
But I don't wanna go on if living is without you
In the here and now
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